CHAMPAGNE PALMER & CO CHOOSES PAINTER ALAIN BONNEFOIT
FOR AN ARTISTIC INTERPRETATION OF THE AMAZONE CUVÉE
AMAZONE DE PALMER is a true homage to the potential of reserve wines. It is a rare cuvée
made with some of the very best wines of the Palmer’s collection, selected for their structure,
complementarity and ageing potential.
AMAZONE DE PALMER
With its name inspired by the powerful and free warriors
of ancient times, the mysterious legendary women, the
Amazone cuvée has absorbed some of their power and
magic.
The uniqueness of its style, an exclusive selection of Grands
and Premiers Crus, long ageing in the chalky cradle of
the cellars, manual riddling on wooden racks and the
stunning oval shape of its bottle, AMAZONE DE PALMER is
a truly exceptional champagne.
Palmer & Co asked the renowned artist Alain Bonnefoit to
express his vision of AMAZONE DE PALMER on the gift box,
a rare and unique inspiration, far from the charms of the
artificial.
The close ties linking the artist Alain Bonnefoit to
Palmer & Co were forged on the basis of the shared values
of excellence, sincerity and emotion.
Faithful fan and friend of Champagne Palmer, Alain
Bonnefoit has been spearheading Palmer’s artistic
initiatives for the past 20 years.
TASTING
Its sparkling golden robe suggests the promise of a large palette
of aromas.
Notes of exotic and dried fruits are succeeded by captivating
hints of underbrush, toasted hazelnuts and brioche.
On the palate, the wine reveals itself just as complex, rich and
intense while exuding a remarkable freshness.
Perfectly suited to accompany the finest dishes,
AMAZONE DE PALMER always offers an unforgettable
tasting experience.

THE ART OF CREATION
Chardonnay : 50%
Pinot Noir : 50%
Réserve wines : 100%
Ageing on lees : 8 to 10 years
Dosage : 7g

Retail price 90€ (Wine shops and fine grocery stores)
Press contact: Champagne Palmer & Co - François Demouy - communication@champagnepalmer.fr

